Colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) are semiconductor nanocrystals synthesized with, processed in, and deposited from the solution phase, potentially enabling low-cost, facile manufacture of solar cells. Unfortunately, CQD solar cell reports, until now, have only explored batch-processing methods-such as spin-coating-that offer limited capacity for scaling. Spray-coating could offer a means of producing uniform colloidal quantum dot films that yield high-quality devices. Here, we explore the versatility of the spray-coating method by producing CQD solar cells in a variety of previously unexplored substrate arrangements. The potential transferability of the spray-coating method to a roll-to-roll manufacturing process was tested by spray-coating the CQD active layer onto six substrates mounted on a rapidly rotating drum, yielding devices with an average power conversion efficiency of 6.7%. We further tested the manufacturability of the process by endeavoring to spray onto flexible substrates, only to find that spraying while the substrate was flexed was crucial to achieving champion performance of 7.2% without compromise to open-circuit voltage.
Having deposited onto a substrate with one axis of curvature, we then built our CQD solar cells onto a spherical lens substrate having two axes of curvature resulting in a 5% efficient device. These results show that CQDs deposited using our spraying method can be integrated to large-area manufacturing processes and can be used to make solar cells on unconventional shapes. Solution processing offers the potential for CQD solar cells to be fabricated using large area, roll-to-roll (R2R) manufacturing techniques. However, to date, CQD solar cell device reports have been limited to batch fabrication methods such as spin coating 3, 4 and dip coating. 5, 6 Spray coating is a fabrication method compatible with R2R processing, and has been previously used to deposit photovoltaic films in other material systems. 7, 8 We have recently developed a spray-coating process for CQDs that produces high-quality photovoltaic films that exhibit power conversion efficiencies that are comparable to that of their spin-cast counterparts. These films are composed of ultrathin layers of CQDs approaching a single monolayer. The deposit-develop-repeat nature of the monolayer-by-monolayer procedure represents an analogue to the atomic layer deposition (ALD) process 9 for producing high quality oxides 10 and sulphides. 11 For this reason, we have termed the process "sprayLD." Initial findings suggest the promise of manufacturability without compromise to device performance. 12 Here, we sought to investigate the versatility of the sprayLD method by fabricating solar cells on a variety of substrates of practical interest in scale-up manufacture and field deployment. In this study, we built solar cells using the widely adopted depleted heterojunction architecture, 13 wherein titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) coats a transparent conductive oxide such as fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) or indium doped tin oxide (ITO), and this is in turn is overcoated by the CQD layer. The cell is completed with metallic contacts ohmic to the CQD layer.
The PbS quantum dots that were used in this study were synthesized according to a previously published method.
14 A solution-phase metal halide treatment (CdCl 2 ) was then carried out following a previously published method. 15 The stock 50 mg/mL CQD in octane solution was diluted to 3.33 mg/mL immediately prior to use. The total solution volume required for one device was 18.75 mL, yielding a mass of oleic acidcapped CQDs of approximately 62.5 mg. Our sprayLD process is summarized in Figure 1 (a). The CQD solution was placed in a reservoir connected to the solution gravity-fed inlet of an Ikeuchi fine mist nozzle (BIMV8002S). The nozzle was pressurized to 45 psi using a N 2 gas line. Another 45 psi N 2 gas line provides activated piston control for the nozzle. the air blade were pointed to the same physical location. The top contacts were deposited using an Angstrom Engineering Å mod deposition system in an Innovative Technology glovebox and consisted of 40 nm thermally evaporated MoO 3 deposited at a rate of 1.0 Å /s, followed by e-beam deposition of 50 nm of Au deposited at 1.5 Å /s, and finally 120 nm of thermally evaporated Ag deposited at 2.0 Å /s.
In order to simulate R2R processing, we fabricated six samples simultaneously by affixing a substrate to each side of a hexagonal drum. The drum was then rotated at approximately 200 revolutions per minute during spray processing (Figure 1(b) ). All nozzles remained focused at the same point in space, therefore some small additional delay equal the inverse of the rotational velocity were introduced into the procedure (approximately 0.3 s) between spraying steps. Each substrate was FTO-covered glass with 50 nm of sputtered TiO 2 , and treated with a TiCl 4 solution as in previous studies. 12 Each side of the hexagonal drum was 5 cm in length; this test was therefore analogous to a roll of substrate passing through the active-layer deposition stage of fabrication at 1 m per second. This test was performed to verify the ability of the spray-coating method to be integrated into a R2R processing protocol without compromising device performance.
Current-voltage characteristics were measured using a Keithley 2400 source meter. The samples were illuminated through a circular 0.049 cm 2 aperture which was slightly smaller than the top electrode to avoid overestimating the photocurrent: the entire photon fluence passing through the aperture was counted as incident on the device for all analyses of short-circuit current density (J SC ). 16 The spectral mismatch of the system was characterized using a calibrated reference solar cell (Newport). The total AM 1.5 spectral mismatch was measured to be 5%; therefore the multiplicative factor, M ¼ 0.95, was applied to the current density values of the J-V curve to estimate true AM 1.5 performance. 17 The resultant current-voltage curves under AM1.5 illumination of the six substrates fabricated on a rotating drum are shown in Figure 2 (a), with average figures of merit of all six devices provided in Table I . The six samples are remarkably consistent (Figure 2, left) , providing a mean power conversion efficiency (g) of 6.7% with a relatively small standard deviation of 0.4% (Table I) . Key figures of merit are also shown over time highlighting the stability and lack of sample-to-sample variability of the process (Figure 2, right) . Since the total continuously-sprayed area exceeded 60 cm 2 , and g was undiminished compared to the relevant standalone controls, 12 it is clear that the sprayLD process can provide uniformity of yield and consistency of performance over areas of interest for scale-up manufacturing. In all stages, two-way valves control carrier gas pressure to the nozzle, while in CQD deposition stage, a three-way valve controls the pilot gas to actuate spraying. The looping of the sample through the 4 stages has been implemented as either a loop in space or in time (i.e., the sample moves or remains stationary, respectively). We sought also to showcase the spray-coating method on a flexible substrate. Flexible substrates lower the overall cost of a photovoltaic system through reducing the cost of the solar cell itself, the manufacturing technology required to build the cell, but-perhaps most profoundly-by reducing balance of systems costs by removing many of the structural engineering requirements imposed by heavy and rigid modules. Taken together, these cost savings lower the efficiency threshold for economic viability. 18, 19 We first built devices using indium tin oxide (ITO) coated on a flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheet. We mounted the sheet into our sputtering chamber and deposited TiO 2 as in the case of FTO-coated glass substrates mentioned above. No TiCl 4 treatment was done on these substrates as the PET would not support the high temperature anneal. We then used our sprayLD method to deposit the active layer onto the sheet. After spraying the substrate with our active layer, we unwrapped it from the dowel, cut it to size, and evaporated our standard contacts to make the finished flexible device shown in Figure 3(c) . The device unfortunately generated an open-circuit voltage (V OC ) of only 0.56 V, a nearly 10% compromise relative to the typical device on a rigid substrate (Figure 1(a), inset) .
We hypothesized that any flexing the device experienced between fabrication and testing would strain the semiconductor layers, providing recombination pathways and thus reducing V OC . To test this, we measured the dark J-V characteristics of the sample and found poor rectification (Figure 3(a) , red curve). We further hypothesized that if we deposited all layers while the PET sheet was flexed, then when unflexed, the planar films would be compressed and therefore strain free. With this in mind, we wrapped the same ITO-coated PET sheet around a 2 cm diameter dowel and mounted the dowel into our sputtering chamber as before. After sputtering TiO 2 and with the sheet still wrapped around the dowel, we used the optimized sprayLD method to coat a CQD layer onto it, as seen in Figure 1(c) . The resultant dark I-V curve showed nearly a two order of magnitude TABLE I. Photovoltaic figures of merit for the three device configurations described above. The second column shows typical figures of merit for a standard device from along with the best reported in parentheses. 12 The third column includes the standard deviation for the six devices that were fabricated simultaneously on the rotating drum. The other two columns represent champion performance. improvement in reverse current rejection (Figure 3(a) , green curve). The V OC was accordingly in far better agreement with the never-strained planar glass substrates at 0.59 V (Table I) . Overall, we measured a g of 7.2% (Figure 3(b) ), in good agreement with our typical performance on a rigid glass substrate (Table I) . 12 Performance, therefore, does not suffer when applying our spray-coating method onto substrates that are commonly used for large area manufacturing, particularly when they are not flat during the deposition process.
Figure of merit
While methods such as slot-dye or gravure are compatible with deposition onto flat substrates or around a single radius of curvature-a flexible substrate rolling around a cylindrical drum-they are less well-positioned to conform to a pre-formed curved part such as an airplane wing or an automobile fender. Spray-coating, attractively, allows direct deposition onto substrates of multiple-dimensionally curved shapes. In order to test our process's compatibility with two-dimensional curvature, we sprayed films onto spherical lenses (Thorlabs, LA1252, Figure 1(d) ). 250 nm of ITO was deposited on the substrates via heated sputtering (350 C), after which the samples were sputtered with TiO 2 and treated with TiCl 4 as described in our previous work. 12 Figure 4(a) shows a time-lapse of the lens being covered by spraying layers, with images of the finished film and device shown in Figure 4 (b) (additional time-lapse photos and videos are available via our prior publication 12 ). The completed device achieved a g of 5.0% (Figure 4(c) , Table I ), illustrating that our deposition method is highly versatile and can produce good-quality CQD films onto a variety of shapes.
We have shown that for CQD solar cells, best-in-class performance and manufacturability may be combined. By implementing device fabrication in a roll-to-roll environment, on flexible substrates and on curved surfaces, we have shown that colloidal quantum dot inks are compatible with scale-up manufacture.
